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Chairperson’s Annual Report
This has been a year of achievement and consolidation of our values of excellence in client care and
research. The year commenced with having achieved accreditation which a testament to the quality
of the service. Many thanks to Karen Redding who led the Centre wide effort to mobilise staff and
Board members to rise to this challenge. A great deal of detailed work was undertaken to ensure
policies and clinical procedures were in line with the highest standards in all areas of our activity. I’d
like to acknowledge the efforts of all staff and board members on this great accomplishment and our
ongoing commitment to quality improvement initiatives
Securing terrific new offices in Liverpool was another great achievement this year. They provide a
very professional and workable space for our staff and clients. They are larger, meet the relevant
accreditation standards, have fit for purposes counseling spaces, allow us to provide small group
training and also have video recording facilities to enable us to develop training materials on best
practice culturally sensitive counseling techniques. The latter was funded by a small grant from the
Department of Immigration.
This year has also seen the recruitment of a pivotal role for DAMEC – the Manager of our Clinical
Services, Ms. Yasmin Iese. Yasmin joined us from Catholicare but had previously worked extensively in Drug and Alcohol services in New Zealand. Yasmin comes to DAMEC highly credentialed
and with a wealth of clinical supervisory experience. Her specialty is in client file audit and record
keeping a real asset to DAMEC.
This year we also welcomed a new Arabic Counselor, Ms. Samar Dawidar who has worked in America and Australian contexts. Samar has a degree in psychology and has worked with troubled youth
in America. We welcome both new staff members.
We are very pleased to report that in 2014 we secured four years funding from the NSW Health
DATS funds to extend our Transitions program with Vietnamese communities to those in the Arabic
communities. This will add significant capacity to our counseling service. I wish to note the excellent
work of our counselors and their manager who have implemented a range of new initiatives to improve record keeping and data management along with improved clinical practices. I would also like
to thank Graeme Pringle and members of the Clinical Governance Committee for their fantastic contribution to this work.
As Chair of the Research Committee I am very pleased with the work of Rachel Rowe and her staff.
The Centre was successful in the NSW Health MHDAO small seeding grant round in 2013 with a
variety of collaborators. The two projects that DAMEC leads explore the intersections between primary health and specialist AOD care for clients from CALD backgrounds and an investigation the
cultural and peer networks of men who use performance and image enhancing drugs. An excellent
initiative this year was the development and publication of DAMEC’s research strategy and the consultation process that was led by the project consultant Laila Khawar and funded by the Community
Mental Health Drug and Alcohol Research Network. In this consultation, DAMEC invited 37 participants across 29 welfare, healthcare and criminal justice agencies to identify potential areas for future
investigation outside of the traditional AOD sector. I encourage readers to access this excellent report. A second report this year was the titled From First Contact. This describes an online survey of
118 AOD workers across NSW addressing current practice across government and non-government
run AOD services in NSW with culturally diverse clients attending their services. It highlights a

range of areas for future capacity building work with AOD services in NSW.
DAMEC’s staff is the most important asset of the organization. I’d like to thank them all for their continued contribution to the sector and the work they do on behalf of DAMEC. I would like to thank my
fellow Board members who have provided me with support throughout my time as Chair. My final
thanks are to the CEO, Kelvin Chambers, who has continued to grow the organization and enhance
our commitment to best practice, staff development and excellent client outcomes. I look forward to
continuing to assist DAMEC in achieving its objectives.

Prof. Jan Copeland
Chairperson
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CEO’s Report
DAMEC continues to surprise me with its ability to continue to grow and change to meet the
complex needs of CALD communities. The organisation delivers it outcomes through the
hard work and dedication of its staff both past and present that have shared the same commitment to CALD communities. This is demonstrated by both the achievements DAMEC
delivers but also externally through rewards and recognitions that you will see highlighted in
staff reports.
I have had the privilege of spending more time with the counselling team this year and developing the premises at the new Liverpool Office. DAMEC counselling sees and welcomes
some of the most damaged individuals that have drug and alcohol issues. Whether they are
complex case presentations or just people who have fallen through DAMEC is sometimes
the last point of call for these clients. What is very pleasing to me is that when they finally
find DAMEC they are met with a high degree of professional service and made to feel valued and worthwhile.
DAMEC has continued to contribute to the debate regarding drug policy. Apart from
DAMEC being an active member of NSW Drug Council DAMEC provided a submission to
the NSW Parliamentary Inquiry into Drug and Alcohol treatment. DAMEC’s evidence was of
such value we were highlighted as a case study within the report back to Parliament. There
was significant interest from the cross parties into DAMEC’s day program model as well.
DAMEC successfully was accredited this year with AHCS. The work of Ms Karen Redding
was exemplary to drive the organisation to achieve. All staff need to be proud of this
achievement as it was recognised a whole of agency effort rather than isolated examples.
Well done DAMEC on this achievement.
Unfortunately we had some staff who have left us this year including Tuk Ananda the family
worker, and Ms Helen Sowey the Senior Project Officer. Helen has been with DAMEC for
over five years and delivered exceptional projects in that time. Helen was responsible for
many of the African community projects DAMEC undertook and was a driving force behind
transitions. Helen will be sorely missed in the staff team.
As I reach into my next year with DAMEC I must acknowledge the Board and the strong
support from Prof. Copeland and the Secretary Mr Graeme Pringle. They have given me the
trust and confidence to continue to extend DAMEC’s capabilities. Although the Staff team
has undergone some changes I feel completed supported by both my old and new team
going forward.
The challenges for DAMEC in 2013/14 are many and varied. DAMEC faces the prospect of
competitively tendering for its core grant, adopting electronic file record keeping, delivering
an ambitious training agenda and continuing to meet the high standards we set ourselves. I
look forward with enthusiasm to the next 12 months.

Kelvin Chambers
CEO
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DAMEC Mission
Reduce the harm associated with the use of alcohol and other drugs
within culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) communities in New
South Wales.

DAMEC Objectives
Working within a multi-sectoral framework and adopting a Health Promotion approach DAMEC will:

Deliver culturally sensitive specialist AOD interventions for individuals and families from a culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD)
background;
Understand the prevalence and impact of AOD amongst CALD communities;
Build the capacity of CALD communities to understand and address
AOD issues;
Enhance the accessibility of drug and alcohol services for people
from CALD background.
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DAMEC Activity
Parliamentary Inquiry
In January 2013 DAMEC submitted to the Upper House Parliamentary Inquiry into
Alcohol and drug treatment. DAMEC made a written submission outlining the various needs of CALD communities. DAMEC highlighted the need of informed and accessible information. DAMEC also identified the need for varied models of care. As
a result DAMEC was promoted in the final parliamentary report as a case study.

Transitions
In the last 12 months, the Vietnamese Transitions project received 21 referrals from
the various sources. The worker engaged and provided intensive case management
support, and transitional assistance for 19 clients – 2 clients are still in custody.
Among those 12 clients obtained housing. The Transitions worker also visited clients at their homes, in rehabilitation centre and in prisons and worked with their
families.
A SMART Recovery workshop has commenced in Silverwater Correctional Centre
with 12 participants. The participants have attended 8 SMART Recovery workshops
and there are 4 more workshops left for the completion of the program. A computer
training group has been created for transitions clients to facilitate social activities between participants.
The Transitions worker also engaged with other services such as Hume Community
Housing, Housing NSW, Corrective Services NSW (prison and community P&P),
Connection Project, Fairfield Drug Health, Bankstown Drug Health, Corella Log, Odyssey, Catholic Care, Centrelink, VDAP, VCA, Mental Health, GPs, and engaged
with charity organizations such as St Vincent de Paul, Chester Hill Neighbourhood
Centre, Father Chris Riley op-shop, Anglicare, Salvation Army, and Jubilee Resources.
The Transitions worker also attended the local courts and engaged with the Justice
Health to support the clients.
Regarding the community education, five information sessions were delivered on
Vietnamese radio programs for Vietnamese community including SMART Recovery,
Hepatitis B, and Welfare services available for Vietnamese drug users and their
families
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DAMEC receives Corrective Services Award for its work on Transitions

The Arabic Transitions Project is progressing swiftly and it is meeting its targets in
timely manner in terms of case loads, awareness of the project among the community, networking and establishing and maintaining working relationship with various
relevant services in the South / South Western Health Area.
Information sessions were conducted that targeted members of the Arabic speaking
communities as well as Arabic radio interviews. Also introduced the project, formerly and informally, to several other services like CSNSW Liaison Officer, Arabic
client officers, Justice Health / Connections Team, Welfare workers and P&P officers working in Correctional Centers as well as Arabic Community Organisations.
A series of sessions were conducted Services / Awareness to present the Transitions Project and explain its aim and referral criteria. This resulted in strong liaison
and partnership with relevant services like Hume Housing, Correctional Services
NSW (CSNSW) including their staff within the jails, Justice Health’s Connections
Team and Community Corrections Officers all of whom consistently refer clients to
the Arabic Transitions Project.
Clients have been provided with intensive case management and developed individual case plans including transportation, interpretation, counseling and accommodation. Also family members have been supported in dealing with issues of concern
and encouraged them to participate in developing and executing the care plans. The
clients were also referred to appropriate external services like ARBIAS (Acquired
Brain Injury Services), Mental Health, Physical health, Legal and Social services
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and Housing.
The Arabic Transitions Project is growing constantly and the number of referred clients is increasing on a weekly basis.

NSW Dug Council
DAMEC continues to be represented at the NSW Alcohol and other Drugs Program
Council. DAMEC has been involved in a range of policy decisions as NSW Health
has developed new approaches with the new Government.
Often, during this process, DAMEC has raised issues of concern regarding CALD
communities and it has been difficult to raise this voice. Major issues facing the sector include new tendering out processes for NGO’s next year.

Research
This year DAMEC’s research was presented in the NSW Parliamentary Inquiry into
Drug and Alcohol Treatment, the Public Health Association Australia’s (PHAA) Social Inclusion and Complex Needs conference, the Victorian Alcohol and Drug Association (VAADA) conference, the 11th International Communication, Medicine
and Ethics (COMET) conference and the 21st International Union for Health Promotion and Education (IUHPE) World Conference on Health Promotion.
Rachel supervised two UTS Shopfront placements, published a paper in the peerreviewed journal Mental Health and Substance Use. She also co-authored the reports: From First Contact (a survey of 118 NSW AOD workers approaches to CALD
clients) and DAMEC Research Strategy Consultation (37 interviews and focus
groups with welfare, health and law enforcement agencies).
Earlier in the year, Rachel applied for 3 grants through MHDAO, 1 through the Ian
Potter Foundation and another through Transgrid, and has an ethics application under review for PIEDs Peers: Investigating the peer networks and cultural influences
of men who use performance and image enhancing drugs.
More recently, Rachel produced a DAMEC broadsheet on best practice approaches
to working with CALD clients, which is extended output from the Counselling Service
evaluation in 2011 as well as broader research activities as reflected in our quarterly
From the Research Desk Bulletins. The research subcommittee has continued to
play an important and supportive role in DAMEC’s research, with thanks to the contributions of its 6 current members.
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Quality Improvement
2013 has seen the continuation of our Quality Improvement plan post our first on
site survey in December 2012. DAMEC was successful in becoming accredited and
now is implementing plans that were outlined in our self-assessment. The six recommendations made by the ACHS survey team have also been put into action, with
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some wonderful work being done in the clinical service to further improve our client
file audit, and record keeping policies and procedures.
.

Some of DAMEC staff at DAMEC Counselling Service Open Day

DAMEC Counselling
Clinical Manager
The initial focus was on settling into DAMEC and becoming familiar with DAMEC
policies, procedures and staff. Observing and understanding the ‘DAMEC’ way of
doing things enabled me to identify where best to utilise my skills and experience. I
started by putting together a ‘Supervision Pack’ for DAMEC which included supervision contracts for staff, recordkeeping, agreed goals, session notes and dates for
review which are easily implemented into the performance review process.
In the first few months, my role developed and slightly changed. I initially started out
with the title of ‘Clinical Leader’ – my role was purely to supervise staff - however,
after a few months in the role and settling into DAMEC it became apparent that the
role required added management responsibilities and delegations, such as staff approval required for small requests, leave approval etc. and adherence to DAMEC’s
Policies & Procedures. After discussions with the CEO it was decided that my title
would change to ‘Clinical Manager’ where I was given some delegated authorities in
managing staff as well as to represent DAMEC Counselling Services in the CEO’s
absence. Coupled with staff clinical supervision, staff also had someone on site at
all times that they were accountable to and could seek quick approval for urgent circumstances.
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In the strides of the new title of ‘Clinical Manager’ and through leading the Clinical
Governance Committee Meetings I got to work on editing some of DAMEC’s clinical
forms. Staff are always asked to review and provide feedback. Throughout the
course of the year I have edited and developed a variety of clinical documents,
forms and policy & procedures. I have an absolute passion for developing clinical
forms, structures and policies and procedure. All of this work has now been approved and has been released to staff as either policy and/or standard practice by
the Clinical Governance and Quality, Safety and Risk Management Committees.
One of my first instructions as Clinical Manager was to pick up the ‘clinical recommendations’ received from external auditors involved in DAMEC accreditation process last year and ensure that DAMEC addressed them by providing ‘clinical responses’. I have enjoyed developing and implementing new systems and have
been afforded the creative and supportive space to do so. I was given the opportunity to conduct a full clinical case note and file audit which I thoroughly took on and
enjoyed doing. Throughout this process I was able to either edit or develop tools,
resources and relevant Policies and Procedures that further support both the clinical work and the team at DAMEC. These documents now form part of the response
to the recommendations mentioned above and are in line with the Australian Council on Health Care Standards and NSW Health Record Keeping Standards. I have
written a full summary report on the DAMEC clinical and case note audit where full
details and copies of these documents, policies & procedures are provided.
I also work clinically with clients and have a select case load which is steadily increasing. I have noticed an increased amount of referrals received for Pacific Island
clients. Perhaps the word has spread that DAMEC has someone who can work with
Pacific people. I have many years’ experience working with Pacific communities
and providing culturally appropriate treatment and care. I have also picked up the
Family Worker’s clientele (in the absence) until we employ a new Family Worker
next year. Whilst taking on this particular role, I am able to further develop and tailor
the position so that it is incorporated more into the overall clinical team. I have redesigned the Family Assessment and Intake forms at present and will be reviewing
other forms as I go.
I have had the privilege of being involved in the DAMEC Open day (held on the 2nd
August) which was a great success of professional networking. I have been part of
and a DAMEC Day Clinic where two of us base at community probation for a day
and conduct assessments. We have provided three probation services with Day
Clinics which have been hugely successful. We have also promoted DAMEC Services around various probation offices – in particular those we have a close working
relationship with – but also established new connections with other services. At present we are averaging 50+ referrals per month which are received from numerous
referral sources. We have established new systems with increased caseloads to
help support the high demand of clientele.
I have also spent the year learning and becoming familiar with DAMEC’s highly acclaimed Transition Project. I entered when DAMEC was in the process of establishing the Arabic Project to co-inside with the highly successful Vietnamese Project. I
am part of the Transitions Advisory Council and have been invited to be part of the
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decision making processes for and on behalf of DAMEC and the Transitions Project. Being that this is a completely different program to the counselling – I have enjoyed being part of the intensive case management project and providing input into
further development of the project.
Finally, I have thoroughly enjoyed getting to know everyone at DAMEC. There have
been some stand out points with staff throughout the year and I am grateful to have
a very supportive CEO who has helped me through any difficult times.
I look forward to continuous development at DAMEC in 2014.
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Other DAMEC Activity
Interagencies, committees and working groups attended
St George - Sutherland Multicultural Advisory Committee
Auburn Humanitarian Network
Fairfield Migrant Interagency
Holroyd-Parramatta Multicultural Network
Blacktown Migrant Interagency
Blacktown Emerging Communities Action Planning (BECAP)
Multicultural Youth Issues Network - NSW
Youth Peer Education and Mentoring Network
Department of Education and Training refugee Student Support Group
Network of Trainers in Diversity Health
Meeting of Workers with the Sudanese community
African Settlement Needs Network
Refugee Health Improvement Network
Harm Reduction Interagency
Auburn CDAT

.
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DAMEC Board 2012/2013
Chairperson

Jan Copeland (PhD)

Secretary

Mr. Graeme Pringle

Treasurer

Mr. Peter King

Appointed Member

Ms. Nadia Garan (Transcultural Mental Health
Service)

Appointed Member

Mr. Mariano Coello (STARRTS)

DAMEC Staff

Mr. Kelvin Chambers

CEO
Principal & Senior Psychologist
Senior Project Officer

Ms Karen Redding

Finance Administrator

Mr Sathees Jeyaraj

Project Officer
Research Officer

Ms Helen Sowey (resigned October 2012)
Ms Alison Jaworski
Ms. Rachel Rowe

Clinical Services Manager

Ms Yasmin Ieses

Intake/Information Officer

Ms Parvani Pinnewala

Drug and Alcohol Counsellor’s

Ms Samar Dawidar
Ms. Sinatt Cheng
Ms. Vi Nguyen

Family Worker

Tuk Ananda (resigned June 2013)

Psychologist

Ms. Sandra Evers

Transitions

Mr. Thanh Nguyen
Mr Hassan Darbas

Administrative Assistant
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